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We present and experimentally evaluate spread identity — a new dynamic 

network address remapping mechanism for Internet connections that provides 

anonymity and DDoS defense.  For each session between a source and destination 

host, the trusted source gateway dynamically and randomly assigns an IP address for 

the source from the pool of all routable IP addresses within the source organization. 

Similarly, in response to a name resolution query from the source gateway, the trusted 

authoritative DNS server for the destination host dynamically and randomly assigns 

an IP address for the destination from the pool of all routable IP addresses within the 

destination organization.  Moreover, different hosts can share the same IP address 

when communicating with distinct peers.  Each gateway creates a NAT entry, valid 

for the communication session, based on the dynamic assignment by its organization.  

An eavesdropper listening to packets flowing through the Internet between the source 



 

 

and destination gateways learns only the source and destination domains; the 

eavesdropper cannot see the actual complete IP addresses of the source and 

destination hosts.  In addition, spread identity enhances DDoS defense capabilities by 

facilitating filtering of packets based on destination address. Whereas a traditional IP 

source address can be spoofed, with spread identity the destination address cannot be 

spoofed. Therefore, using multiple IP addresses for the same destination enables 

simple and powerful DDoS protections that block attackers without necessarily 

blocking legitimate users.  Our ns-2 simulations demonstrate that file transfer success 

rates for our spread identity DDoS protection mechanism are similar to those of filter- 

and capability-based approaches, with lower file transfer times than for filter-based 

approaches.  Deploying spread identity requires changes to organizational gateways 

but not to Internet routers.  Another cost is increased DNS traffic, but unlike overlay-

based DDoS defense approaches, spread identity does not increase overall 

communication network latency.  A partial form of spread identity implemented only 

at the destination facilitates destination-based filtering without providing sender 

anonymity. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

  
Static mappings of identities create egregious vulnerabilities that undermine privacy and 

facilitate identity theft.  For example, static passwords, static credit card numbers, static RFID 

tags, and static IP addresses simplify the tasks of a malicious adversary who wishes to track 

individuals or misuse their credentials.  By contrast, dynamic passwords [1], dynamic credit 

card numbers [2], dynamic RFID tags (e.g., as realized by hash chains), and dynamic Internet 

Protocol (IP) addresses can greatly complicate the adversary's job.  In this paper, we propose 

and analyze a new and powerful approach for dynamically "spreading the identities" 

(remapping the IP addresses) of source and destination hosts among a pool of identities 

(respectively, within a source and destination organization) for Internet sessions.  This 

approach, which we call spread identity, enhances network anonymity and enables new 

effective responses to many Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.  Spread identity 

also provides a limited traceback capability. 

In common practice today, when a client establishes a session with a server over 

the Internet, the connection is established using a static mapping of IP addresses and 

host names.  Consequently, an eavesdropper can discover which client is 

communicating with which server, violating the communicants' privacy.  

Furthermore, a malicious adversary can easily concentrate a DDoS attack against a 

specific server by directing her evil accomplices to target a particular static IP 

address.  We show how spread identity applied to Internet communications 

(henceforth referred to simply as spread identity) provides a solution to these two 

problems. 
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We describe how to implement spread identity at an organizational level (e.g., for 

a domain such as www.umbc.edu) to support inter-organizational communications.  

Each organization has a gateway which performs dynamic address translations valid 

for one session.  For example, the sender's organizational gateway spreads the 

identity of each of its clients among its pool of routable IP addresses assigned to it by 

its Internet Service Provider (ISP).  Similarly, the destination's organizational 

gateway spreads the identity of each of its hosts among its pool of routable IP 

addresses.  At the source gateway, the translation is performed by gateway routers 

using Network Address Translation (NATing).  At the destination, the translation is 

performed by the authoritative DNS server in cooperation with the destination 

gateway. 

Phatak [3] first proposed the concept of spread identity in 2005.  We extend and 

improve this initial work by pooling all routable IP address at each organization 

gateway and by reusing IP addresses through controlled NATing.  These 

improvements mitigate restrictions in the original concept caused by a limited set of 

routable IP addresses under IPv4. 

As a defensive against DDoS attacks, spread identity offers advantages over the 

three main existing defenses.  In comparison with filters and capabilities, spread 

identity requires fewer changes to current infrastructure: spread identity requires 

changes only to organizational gateways, not to all network routers.  Overlay 

strategies also require minimal infrastructure changes but are potentially vulnerable to 

compromise or bypassing of the servlets (e.g., an attacker might learn the true IP 

address of the destination and send traffic directly there).   Using the ns-2 network 
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simulator [4], we demonstrate the effectiveness of spread identity as a tool for 

responding to DDoS attacks.   

Using the ns-2 simulator, we measured file transfer success ratios and file 

transfer times for different numbers of DDoS attacker and for various bottleneck link 

capacities.   Our results demonstrate that the file transfer success ratios for our spread 

identity DDoS protection mechanism are similar to those of filter- and capability-

based approaches, with lower file transfer times than for filter-based approaches.  

It is possible to implement spread identity at the destination gateway only.  Such 

a partial implementation still provides DDoS defensive capabilities and limited 

traceback capability but fails to protect sender anonymity. 

Contributions of this paper include: (1) System architecture of spread identity for 

Internet communications.  (2) Analysis of DDoS capabilities facilitated by spread 

identity.  (3) Analysis of network-level anonymity effected by spread identity.  

(4) Experimental demonstration and evaluation of spread identity's DDoS defense 

capabilities. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the spread 

identity concept. Section 3 explains our spread identity architecture for Internet 

communications, including our assumptions, protocols, and design and performance 

issues. Section 4 reviews related work. Section 5 describes advantages of spread 

identity and gives a detailed system design for DDoS defense and anonymity. Section 

6 presents our experimental results using the ns-2 simulator. Section 7 explains 

implementation challenges, open problems, and backward compatibility issues. 

Finally, Section 8 summarizes our conclusions.  Appendix A lists acronyms and 
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abbreviations used in this paper.  We assume the reader is familiar with the basics of 

computer network security, as presented by Kaufman, Perlman, and Speciner [5], for 

example. 
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Chapter 2 

OVERVIEW OF SPREAD IDENTITY 
 

 

In this section we give a brief overview of spread identity, focusing on its 

architecture, dynamic address remapping mechanisms at the source and destination 

organization gateways, benefits of network communication anonymity and DDoS 

defense, and engineering challenges to its deployment.  

As shown in Figure 1, we assume a model in which a client in some organization 

X wishes to communicate with a server in another organization Y.  A trusted gateway 

for organization X dynamically assigns an IP address to the source client, from among 

the pool of all routable IP addresses within X.  Similarly, a trusted DNS server for 

organization Y dynamically assigns an IP address to the destination server, from 

among the pool of all routable IP addresses within Y.  These translations are used only 

for the duration of the communication session.  Unlike traditional NATing in which 

source IP addresses are assigned in a predictable way, spread identity assigns source 

IP addresses in a random, unpredictable way.  Unlike traditional static DNS 

assignments of hostnames to destination IP addresses, spread identity dynamically 

assigns hostnames to destination IP addresses in a random, unpredictable way. 

For simplicity, Figure 1 depicts organization X only as a source organization, and 

organization Y only as a destination organization.  Typically, however, each 

organization would implement both source and destination spread identity.  It is also 

possible to implement spread identity at the destination gateway only, albeit doing so 

would not reap its anonymity benefits. 
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Spread identity works by dynamically translating addresses at the source gateway 

and destination DNS server.  At the source gateway, NAT table entries are created to 

enable the gateway to route packets to particular hosts and to filter packets without 

NAT table entries.  The destination organization has an authoritative DNS server, 

which maps host names to IP addresses for that organization.  With spread identity, 

each session must be preceded by a DNS query during which the source client 

discovers an IP address for the destination host, as dynamically assigned by the 

destination's authoritative DNS server.  This DNS server stores triples of source IP 

address, destination host name, and dynamically assigned IP address of destination 

host.  These dynamic NAT associations allow the same IP address to be assigned 

simultaneously to distinct destination hosts for distinct sources.  Likewise, the same 

source IP address can be used simultaneously to support connections from distinct 

sources to distinct destinations.  Furthermore, since incoming and outgoing traffic are 

handled separately, the same routable IP address can simultaneously support multiple 

incoming and multiple outgoing connections, subject to a few distinctness constraints.  

The DNS server also communicates its mappings of hostnames to IP addresses to its 

organizational gateway, to enable routing and filtering.  We assume all DNS requests 

and responses are encrypted at the organizational gateways. 

Although Figure 1 depicts only one gateway per organization, typically each 

organization would deploy multiple gateways for increased availability.  Similarly, to 

avoid single point failures of network links, we assume organizations deploy multi-

homing [6] with multiple links and multiple IP addresses.  All communications in or 

out of any organization must travel through its gateways.  Furthermore, each gateway  
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includes a firewall, which hides the organization's private network from the external 

world.  

Figure 2 shows how the source and destination gateways map IP addresses to 

hosts within their organizations.  For example, for each session, the source gateway 

dynamically assigns to the source host an IP address randomly selected from the pool 

of all routable IP addresses within the source organization.  Moreover, by considering 

transport layer port numbers, different hosts can share the same IP address when 

communicating with different destinations.  Furthermore, different IP addresses can 

be assigned to the same host when communicating with different parties. 

Figure 1: System architecture of spread identity for Internet communications. When a client 

in organization X initiates a communication session with a server in organization Y, the 

gateway for X dynamically and randomly assigns an IP address for the client from the pool of 

all routable IP addresses within X.  In response to a name resolution query from X's gateway, 

the authoritative DNS server for Y dynamically and randomly assigns an IP address for the 

destination server from the pool of all routable IP addresses within Y.  Each gateway creates a 

NAT entry, valid for the communication session, based on the dynamic assignment by its 

organization.  

Gateway  

Organization Y Organization X 
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Switch 
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Spread identity for Internet communications achieves two major benefits:  

network-level anonymity and enhanced DDoS defense capabilities.  Network-level 

anonymity is achieved through pseudonyms assigned by a trusted gateway at the 

source organization and by a trusted DNS server at the destination organization; as 

such, spread identity is similar to a one-layer mixnet [7].  For each session between a 

source host and a destination host, the source gateway dynamically assigns a 

Source 1 

Source 2 

Source (n-1) 

Source k 

Source j 

Source n 
Pool of routable  

public IP addresses  

Pool of routable  

public IP addresses  

Source 

Gateway 
Destination 

Gateway 

Destination 2 

Destination 3 

Destination 1 

Figure 2: Network address translation tables of the source and destination gateways using 

spread identity. For each session, each gateway dynamically and randomly assigns to its 

communicant host an IP address from the pool of all routable IP addresses within its 

organization.  Moreover, different hosts can share the same IP address when communicating 

with distinct peers.  For example, in this figure, Source 1 and Source 2 share the same IP 

address.  These dynamic address translations, augmented by address multiplexing, provide 

anonymity against network eavesdroppers.  In addition, using multiple IP addresses for the 

same destination enables simple and powerful DDoS protections that block attackers without 

necessarily blocking legitimate users. 
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temporary pseudonym to the source host chosen as one of the routable IP addresses 

assigned to the source organization.  Similarly, the destination DNS server assigns a 

temporary pseudonym to the destination host chosen as one of the routable IP 

addresses assigned to the destination organization.  Thus, an eavesdropper listening to 

packets flowing through the Internet between the source and destination gateways 

learns only the source and destination domains; the eavesdropper cannot see the 

actual complete IP addresses of the source and destination hosts.  Although the 

eavesdropper can link source and destination packets within any session, she cannot 

link packets between different sessions.  Encrypting DNS requests and responses at 

gateways protects the established bindings of pseudonyms from the Internet 

eavesdropper. 

When spread identity is implemented at both the source and destination 

organizations, the following enhanced variation is possible.  Using a method 

analogous to spread spectrum radio broadcasts, the source and destination gateways 

could frequently change their address translations within a session, following a 

cryptographically-secure pseudorandom pattern derived from a shared secret key. 

Spread identity enhances DDoS defense capabilities by facilitating filtering of 

packets based on destination address.  Whereas a traditional IP source address can be 

spoofed, with spread identity the destination address cannot be spoofed.  Furthermore, 

the destination address dynamically assigned for each source host serves as dynamic 

―flow marker‖. Therefore, filtering on destination address is easier and more effective 

than filtering on source addresses.  
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With spread identity, DDoS defense by destination filtering limits adverse impact 

on legitimate traffic.  A typical DDoS attack attempts to clog the network bandwidth 

of a particular target IP address with traffic emanating from many evil hosts.  Without 

spread identity, blocking all packets sent to the target would block both malicious and 

legitimate traffic.  With spread identity, however, each session with the target uses a 

different destination IP address.  Therefore, packets with suspicious destination 

addresses (e.g., destination addresses that occur too frequently) can be filtered 

without blocking legitimate packets sent to the target from other sessions. 

Furthermore, with the cooperation of other gateways and routers, such destination 

filtering can be carried out inexpensively and closer to the source, lessening collateral 

bandwidth consumption from the attack. 

Because the source host must learn the dynamically assigned destination IP 

address, spread identity facilitates a limited traceback capability (i.e., ability to learn 

the origin of a packet).  A DDoS attacker must first learn the address of her intended 

target. Therefore, with destination spread identity alone, the destination gateway 

knows the IP address of the machine to which it sent the requested destination 

address. While possibly incomplete, this IP address is useful even if the attacker 

shares the target address with her conspirators and even if this IP address is the last 

hop in an anonymizing network such as TOR. 

Implementing spread identity raises several engineering challenges: orchestrating 

DNS caching at hierarchical DNS servers and host machines, handling loads on DNS 

servers, scaling gateways for larger organizations, and performing reverse DNS 

lookups.  In the next section we propose solutions to these challenges. 
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Chapter 3 

SPREAD IDENTITY ARCHITECTURE FOR INTERNET 

COMMUNICATIONS 
 

 

We describe our spread identity architecture for Internet communications in terms 

of its components, assumptions, protocols, and design and performance issues.   

3.1 Components 

 

As shown in Figure 3, spread identity is implemented by trusted Spread Identity 

Servers associated with the gateways of the source and destination organizations.  

More specifically, a Source Spread Identity Server (SSI) determines the associations 

of host internal (private) and external (public, routable) IP addresses within the source 

organization.  The SSI includes the functionality of a DNS resolver for the source 

organization.  Traffic flowing in or out of the source organization is processed by a 

Source Spread Identity Gateway (SIGS), which includes a firewall and router whose 

NAT entries come from the SSI. 

Similarly, a Destination Spread Identity Server (DSI) determines the associations 

of host names and routable IP addresses within the destination organization.  The DSI 

includes the functionality of the authoritative DNS server for the destination 

organization.  Traffic flowing in or out of the destination organization is processed by 

a Destination Spread Identity Gateway (SIGD), which includes a firewall and router 

whose NAT entries come from the DSI.   

The SSI is a single trusted logical component which includes a modified DNS 

resolver, and the DSI is a single trusted logical component which includes a modified 
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authoritative DNS sever.  In designs with multiple gateways per organization, the SSI 

and DSI coordinate the gateway routers and firewalls. 

3.2 Assumptions 

 

To ensure appropriate performance and reliability, we assume the following.  

(1) Each organizational gateway can perform network table translation at link speed 

[8, 9].  This capability enables each gateway to maintain per-flow state and to 

translate addresses for each incoming and outgoing packet. (2) Gateways are 

replicated for high availability. (3) To avoid single points of failure, organizations 

employ multi-homing [6], with multiple addresses for network gateways and multiple 

links.  

3.3 Protocols 

 

Figure 3 shows how a source S establishes a connection with a destination D, and 

transfers data, using spread identity.  Upon receiving a DNS query from the source, 

SSI dynamically assigns an identity (external IP address) Se to S and forwards a DNS 

request to DSI.  The DSI dynamically assigns an identity De to D's hostname for the 

DNS response and sends a corresponding NAT entry to SIGD.  Based on the DNS 

response from DSI, SSI sends a NAT entry to SIGS and forwards the DNS response 

to S.  Once this connection is thus established, S sends data packets to D via SIGS 

and SIGD.  An eavesdropper listening to packets sent between SIGS and SIGD sees 

only the dynamically assigned IP addresses Se and De. 

We now explain each step of the Connection Establishment and Data Transfer 

Protocols in more detail.  
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Source (S) 

SIGD  SIGS  

11. <SSIi, Si> 

DNSResp 

Source Spread 

Identity Server 

(SSI) 2. <SSIi, SIGs> CreateTempNATEntry 

3. <SSIi, DSIe> DNSReq 
 

4. <Se, DSIe> 

DNSReq 

5. <Se, DSIi> DNSReq 
 

7. <DSIi, Se> 

DNSResp 

 

8. < DSIe, Se> DNSResp 

9. < DSIe, SSIi>  

DNSResp 

12. <Si, Db>  

Data Packets 

13. <Se, De> Data Packets 

14. <Sb, Di> Data Packets 

6. <DSIi, SIGD> 

CreateNATEntry 
10. <SSIi, SIGs> 

CreateNATEntry 
 

 Si ↔ Se      Db ↔De  Sb ↔ Se     Di ↔ De 

NAT Table Entry NAT Table Entry 
Destination (D) 

1. <Si, SSIi>  

DNSReq 

Destination Spread 

Identity Server 

(DSI) 

Figure 3 Connection establishment and data transfer protocol for spread identity.  When a 

Source (S) establishes a connection with a Destination (D), the Source Spread Identity Server 

(SSI) dynamically assigns an external IP address Se to S, and the Destination Spread Identity 

Server (DSI) dynamically assigns an external IP address De to D.  The DSI also creates a NAT 

entry for De at the Destination Spread Identity Gateway (SIGD).  After receiving a DNS 

response from DSI, SSI creates an NAT entry for Se at the Source Spread Identity Gateway 

(SIGS) and forwards the DNS response to the source. This figure shows the eleven steps 

(shown in black) that precede the main data transfer (shown in red).  For each step, the notation 

<s, d> denotes the original source and ultimate destination IP address of the message.  For 

example, in Step 12, the source sends data packets from its internal IP address Si to the 

destination's external IP address De via the SIGS and SIGD. An network eavesdropper 

listening to packets between SIGS and SIGD sees only the dynamically assigned IP addresses Se 

and De. 
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Throughout, we use the following convention:  "[S, s]  [D, d]: msg" means 

message msg is sent from S (where s is the original source IP address of msg) to D 

(where d is the ultimate IP address for msg).  Figure 3 abbreviates this notation as 

"<s, d> msg". 

We also use the following notation to describe the internal (private) and external 

(public) IP addresses of various entities.  For any entity E, let Ei denote the internal IP 

address of E, and let Ee denote the external IP address of E.  Similarly, Eb is an 

internal blinding address for E. Thus, SSIi denotes the internal IP address of SSI, and 

DSIe denotes the external IP address of DSI.  

Connection Establishment Protocol 

1. [S, Si]  [SSI, SSIi]: DNS request (to resolve the hostname of D) 

To communicate with the destination host, the source host needs to resolves the 

hostname of the destination to obtain the dynamic identity (external IP address) 

De of the destination.  

2. [SSI, SSIi]  [SIGS, SIGSi]: Request to create temporary NAT entry 

First, the SSI randomly selects a public IP address Se for S from the pool of all 

public IP addresses for its organization that are not currently communicating with 

the same destination D. Second, the SIGS creates the temporary NAT entry  

(SSIi ↔ Se,   DSIe ↔ DSIe) to be used for the DNS request and response. 

3. [SSI, SSIi]  [SIGS, DSIe]: DNS request 

First, the SSI obtains the IP address DSIe of the destination domain authoritative 

DNS server using its local DNS cache or by making an iterative DNS query to 
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higher level DNS servers.  Second, the SSI sends the DNS request to DSI via 

SIGS. 

4. [SIGS, Se]  [SIGD, DSIe]: Forwarded DNS request 

Using the temporary NAT entry, the SIGS replaces the source IP address SSIi 

with Se in the DNS request. Then, acting as an edge router, the SIGS forwards 

the modified DNS request to the DSI. 

5. [SIGD, Se]  [DSI, DSIi]: Forwarded DNS request 

The SIGD forwards the DNS request to DSI. 

6. [DSI, DSIi]  [SIGD, SIGDi]: Request to create NAT entry  

First, the DSI randomly selects a public IP address De for D from the pool of all 

public IP addresses for its organization that are not currently communicating with 

the same source S. Second, the DSI selects an internal "blinding" address Sb for 

S to hide the relationship between Se and Di within D's private network (for 

more details, see Section 3.4). Third, the SIGD creates the NAT entry (Di ↔ De,  

Sb ↔ Se) to be used for communications between S and D. 

7. [DSI, DSIi]  [SIGD, SIGDi]: DNS response 

The DSI sends its DNS response (of the resolved IP address De) to S via SIGD. 

8. [SIGD, DSIe]  [SIGS, Se]: Forwarded DNS response 

Using the NAT entries, the SIGD replaces Di with De in the DNS response and 

forwards the modified DNS response to Se. 

9. [SIGS, DSIe]  [SSI, SSIi]: Forwarded DNS response 

Using the temporary NAT entry, the SIGS replaces Se with SSIi in the DNS 

response and forwards it to SSI. 
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10.  [SSI, SSIi]  [SIGS, SIGSi]: Create NAT entry request 

First, the SSI selects a blinding address Db for D to hide the relationship between 

Si and De within S's private network.  Second, the SSI sends a request to SIGS to 

replace the temporary NAT entry with (Si ↔ Se,   Db ↔De) to enable 

communications between S and D. 

11.  [SSI, SSIi]  [S, Si]: Forwarded DNS response 

The SSI forwards the DNS response (of the resolved IP address De) to S. 

Now that the connection has been established, S and D can communicate with each 

other as follows. 

Data Transfer Protocol 

12.  [S, Si]  [SIGS, Db]: Data packets 

Source S sends data packets to D addressed to Db. 

13. [SIGS, Se]  [SIGD, De]: Data packets 

Using its NAT entries, the SIGS replaces Si with Se and Db with De.  Then, 

SIGS forwards the data packets to De. 

14.  [SIGD, Sb]  [D, Di]: Data packets 

Using its NAT entries, the SIGD replaces De with Di and Se with Sb.  Then, 

SIGD forwards the data packets to D. 

3.4 Design and Performance Issues 

 

In this section we briefly identify some important design and performance issues 

and outline strategies for dealing with them.  These issues include scalability, DNS 

caching, DNS traffic, NATing, communication delays, and address blinding. 
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Scalability 

Within an organization, to achieve scalability and to avoid bottlenecks and single 

points of failure, it is important to deploy multiple gateways and SSI servers.  

Following a design proposed by Bellovin et al. [10] for distributed firewalls, the SSI 

(similarly, DSI) can serve as the central policy maker who creates dynamic NAT 

entries, which are pushed to the SIGS's on the network edges.  We assume standard 

security mechanisms are implemented for securing communications between the SSI 

and SIGS's. 

The single logical unit of the SSI (similarly, DSI) can be implemented with 

multiple machines with separate internal IP addresses.  For example, the SIGD's can 

balance loads by forwarding DNS traffic to the multiple DSI's in a round-robin 

fashion. 

DNS Caching 

Spread identity imposes special challenges to DNS caching stemming mainly from 

the fact that dynamic address translations are valid only for the duration of the 

connection.  In our architecture, each spread identity gateway maintains each NAT 

table entry until either its Time To Live (TTL) field from the DNS response expires or 

the associated connection terminates.  Whether or not DNS caching makes sense 

depends on the TTL value and its relationship to the connection duration.   

In variations of spread identity in which dynamic translations hold for longer time 

periods that the TTL value, some forms of DNS caching are possible.  In this context, 
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caching DNS responses at an intermediate hierarchical DNS server works well.  

Caching by a user application, however, is complicated by address blinding.  To deal 

with this complication, each spread identity gateway could also cache a per source 

mapping of destination hostname to its blinded address.  Tradeoffs are possible 

between the duration of the dynamic translations and performance related to the 

amount of DNS traffic. 

NATing, DNS Traffic, and Communication Delays 

We adopt standard mechanisms for maintaining NAT entries, such as those 

described by Oskar [11].  Gateways maintain each NAT entry until the TTL field of 

the DNS response expires or until the connection terminates or times out.  We suggest 

adopting the same time thresholds for our source NATing as is current in effect for 

traditional Internet gateway NATing.  

Criteria for maintaining NAT table entries at spread identity gateways can affect 

DNS traffic:  Higher TTL values in the DNS response decrease DNS traffic but 

increase the number of NAT entries.  We have not measured connection 

establishment delay. 

Spread identity has little impact on communication delay.  The main danger for 

possible communication delay is NATing at the spread identity gateways, but with 

high-speed firewalls (e.g., by Cisco [9]), NATing can be performed at link speeds.    

Address Blinding 

The sole purpose of address blinding is to obscure the relationship between source 

and destination hosts against an eavesdropper who can, for example, read network 
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traffic within the source organization and who also knows the dynamic remapping of 

the destination host.  Section 5.2 explores this situation further. 
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Chapter 4 

RELATED WORK 

 

We review previous related work in the areas of Distributed Denial of Service 

(DDoS) defense, anonymity, and next generation Internet architectures.  

4.1 DDoS Defense 

 

There are three main approaches for DDoS defense: overlay, filter, and 

capability. Designed using core infrastructure routers, filter-based and capability-

based approaches require changes in core infrastructure routers and client software.  

By contrast, by delegating functionality to a richly-deployed large-scale overlay 

network, overlay approaches do not require any changes in the core infrastructure, but 

they can cause significant communication latency [16, 23]. 

4.1.1 Overlay Approaches 

 

Secure overlay service [12] is the first proposed overlay-based DoS defense 

mechanism. Only authenticated source traffic is forwarded to the destination host 

through a series of overlay nodes.  Despite the facts that overlay nodes are richly 

deployed and the destination host is accessible only through the overlay nodes, a DoS 

attack can be mounted by spoofing the identities of overlay nodes. WebSoS [13] is an 

overlay approach for web servers, wherein sources are not authenticated.  Instead, 

graphical Turing tests attempt to differentiate attack bots from humans. Stavrou, et al. 

[13] and Wang, et al. [23] show that overlay networks increase overall 

communication network latency by a factor of 5 to 10, due to the underlying chord 
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routing protocol [53]. Mayday[16] discusses various overlay design choices, allowing 

a performance-security tradeoff.  Stavrou, et al. [17] propose a sweeping DoS attack 

against overlay networks, wherein the attacker follows legitimate source traffic and 

brings down all overlay nodes with which the source communicates. To defend 

against such attacks, the multipath overlay approach [17] randomly spreads traffic 

across multiple overlay nodes.   

Stoica, et al. [18] proposes a DoS-resilient architecture using the Internet 

Indirection Infrastructure (I3) based overlay network [19], in which the destination 

host can dynamically install triggers at overlay nodes to enable communication with 

legitimate sources.  These dynamic triggers are similar to the dynamic NAT entries at 

the destination in spread identity.  Unlike spread identity, however, I3 based approach 

uses a static destination identity, enabling an attacker to bypass the overlay network 

once the attacker discovers this static address.   

To resist large DDoS attacks, overlay approaches require a rich deployment of 

the overlay network.  In addition, overlay nodes are not managed by a single 

authority, complicating security management and increasing the risk that the attacker 

can compromise at least one overlay node.  OverDoSe [21] addressed this issue by 

separating the source and destination hosts at the IP level. In OverDoSe, the 

destination host uses RSVP-TE [22] to establish tunnels with overlay nodes, which 

enable destination hosts to teardown connections with compromised overlay nodes 

dynamically.  In addition, OverDoSe uses hash-based computation puzzles to enforce 

fairness in the request channel.  
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Akamai's SiteShield [20] is a commercial overlay-based DDoS protection 

mechanism.  In SiteShield, the destination host is accessible only through Akamai‘s 

overlay nodes.  Because of their large numbers and powerful hardware, overlay nodes 

in SiteShield can absorb large DDoS attacks.  To reduce communication latency, 

SiteShield uses proprietary overlay routing protocols and web caching.  Nevertheless, 

Akamai‘s approach requires a large DNS infrastructure. 

Unlike overlay approaches, spread identity does not incur high communication 

latency.  

4.1.2 Filter-Based Approaches 

 

When attack traffic surpasses a specified threshold, filter-based approaches 

install source IP filters. Pushback [25] identifies attack traffic flow and recursively 

installs filters near the source. Pushback, however, suffers from strategic filter-request 

spoofing attacks, whereby the attacker attempts to cause legitimate source traffic to 

be blocked. AITF [54] proposes a three-way handshake protocol to address filter-

request spoofing. But AITF suffers from filter-exhaustion attacks, in which the 

attacker floods the source gateway with filter requests so that the source gateway 

cannot accept legitimate filter requests.  StopIt [55] resists such filter-exhaustion 

attacks by verifying filter requests using a flow cache before filters are installed.  

Furthermore, StopIt uses two-level hierarchical fair queuing as a failsafe method to 

mitigate DDoS attacks against its control channel for sending filter requests.  

Filter-based approaches require changes to core infrastructure routers, and they 

require substantial    state information since attacks can come from any source.  By 

contrast, spread identity does not require any changes to routers, and by virtue of 
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destination filtering requires less state information. Moreover, spread identity 

destination filtering is less likely to block legitimate traffic. 

4.1.3 Capability-Based Approaches 

 

Anderson, et al. [26] proposed the first capability-based approach for mitigating 

DoS attacks.  In this two-step approach, the source first sends a request to the receiver 

seeking permission to send data.  Second, if the receiver verifies the sender as a 

legitimate communicant, the receiver provides an authorization  token. The sender 

includes this token in subsequent data packets, and routers verify the token. This 

design, however, does not stop DoS flooding attacks of capability requests. SiFF [27] 

prevents capability flooding attacks on bottleneck links by differentiating legitimate 

traffic from capability-request traffic.  Yet in SiFF, the attacker can still flood the 

capabilities-request channel. TVA [28] addresses this problem using hierarchical fair 

queuing based on source path identifieries, but according to Portcullis [29], path-

identifier fair queuing scales poorly for large networks.  Consequently, TVA proposes 

per-computation fairness using hashing puzzles. 

Filter and capability defenses to DDoS attacks require changes to core 

infrastructure routers and end hosts.  To perform at their best, they also require 

cooperation among different ISPs.  These are among the reasons why, currently, 

Internet infrastructure providers commonly deploy overlay-based CDN approaches 

such as Akamai and simply enhance network bandwidth and server resources. 
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4.2 Anonymity 

 

A variety of approaches have been proposed for achieving anonymity in network 

applications.   Chaum's [7] Mixnet relays each message through a network of one or 

more mix nodes. At each stage, the current mix node encrypts the message using the 

next mix node's public key.  Each mix node decrypts the received message, removes 

header information, appropriately pads the message, possibly batches messages, and 

forwards the message to the next stage.  

Other relay-based anonymity techniques fall into two categories: those that 

introduce large and variable latency (e.g., Babel and Mixminion), and those for 

interactive applications such as web browsing and SSH that do not introduce 

significant latency (e.g., Anonymizer, Tor , and Crowds). 

Anonymizer [34] removes user identifying information from HTTP requests, 

changes the source IP address, and forwards the request to the appropriate web server. 

It is similar to a Mixnet with one mix node, which enables a passive eavesdropper to 

link sender and receiver.  Java Anon Proxy (JAP) [37] solves this problem using a 

cascade of mixes. PipeNet [38] is a theoretical model for accessing web servers over 

the Internet.  As does JAP, it uses a cascade of mixes. In PipeNet, all clients send 

legitimate or dummy traffic to the same cascade mix at the same time. Pipenet 

provides a strong level of anonymity and protects against traffic-analysis attacks, but 

PipeNet suffers from DDoS vulnerability and inefficiency. 

Crowds [36] provides sender anonymity and sender-receiver unlikability by 

probabilistically relaying web requests to a randomly selected node in the crowd or to 

the final destination. Replies are sent through the established route. As suggested by 
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Diaz et al [39], the anonymity in Crowds depends on the adversary being unable to 

observe all links. Hordes extends Crowds and improves its performance by using a 

UDP proxy and by using multicast replies instead of traversing the reverse path. 

Tor [35] provides sender and receiver anonymity based on Chaum's Mixnet. Tor 

does not make significant attempts to prevent global adversary or  traffic analysis 

attacks. Tarzan [40] is similar to Tor for peer-to-peer anonymous IP overlay 

networks.  Tunnel failures are more frequent in Tarzan because of peer failure or a 

peer leaving the overlay network. Tunnel failures result in significant computational 

overhead and latency.  

Spread identity provides network anonymity in a fashion similar to that of a 

mixnet with a fixed path of two nodes.  The fixed path avoids the need to insert 

routing information into messages.    As is true for ISDN mixnets [41], the fixed path 

also protects spread identity from whole set of intersection attacks [42].  Unlike Tor, 

spread identity avoids overhead of performing multiple encryptions and decryptions, 

but spread identity does reveal the source and destination organizations.   

Spread identity is transparent to the application; thus, there is no need to modify 

client software. Furthermore, applications with different transport protocols can share 

communication sessions.  As discussed in Section 5.2, spread identity anonymity 

achieves forward secrecy because once the communication session terminates, SIG 

gateways (the mix nodes) destroy NAT entries.   Unlike Tor, because spread identity 

transparently anonymizes DNS requests, spread identity does not need to take special 

measures to prevent DNS leaks [43]. 
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4.3 Other Related Work 

 

TRIAD [44] is a next generation Internet architecture based on content routing 

that provides scalable content routing, caching, virtual private networking, policy-

based routing, and load balancing, without relying on DNS servers.  Both TRIAD and 

spread identity use NATing at source and destination edge routers to translate 

between external and internal IP addresses.  Spread identity works at the IP layer, 

whereas TRIAD works at the content layer.  Unlike spread identity, TRIAD does not 

map identity (URL) to IP address dynamically.  

Both VNAT [45] and spread identity use address blinding in network address 

translation.  VNAT, however, uses address blinding to achieve host mobility, whereas 

spread identity uses it for anonymity.  

Amazon's Elastic Cloud (EC2) reportedly uses address pooling in its load 

balancing service. 
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Chapter 5 

ADVANTAGES OF SPREAD IDENTITY 
 

5.1 DDoS 

 

We will first discuss our assumptions and threat model, before we discuss different 

attacks and mitigation techniques to prevent them using Spread Identity architecture.  

5.1.1 Threat Model and Assumptions 

 

We assume that source and destination spread identity servers (SSI, DSI) and 

gateways (SIGS, SIGD) are trusted. Attacker cannot compromise them to launch 

strategic DDoS attacks against the system. We assume that destination host can detect 

DDoS attack, using standard techniques like [46]. We also assume that destination 

host can prevent DDoS attack which exploits application specific vulnerability to 

consume CPU and memory resources of destination host. For example, there are 

standard methods like TCP SYN cookie [56] to mitigate these types of attacks.  

The goals of attacker include consuming network bandwidth of destination host, 

DNS servers, and spread identity gateways. Attacker also aims to exhaust secondary 

resources like CPU, memory of the destination host, spread identity servers, and 

spread identity gateways. We assume that adversary can create and launch 

synchronized DDoS attack from millions of attack bot, using tools like Trinoo [47]. 

Destination host and intermediate routers can be compromised by the adversary. 

Compromised host/routers can eavesdrop, inject, modify, and discard the traffic. 

Moreover, adversary can spoof any IP address, while launching DDoS attack.  
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5.1.2 Bandwidth clogging attacks 

 

In bandwidth clogging attack, master bot machine makes DNS query and obtains 

the IP address of the victim host. Master machine instructs slave bot for sending 

attack traffic towards victim machine. Under such attack, network bandwidth of 

victim gets colluded with attack traffic.  

In spread identity architecture, in order to communicate with the destination, 

source requires access token (in the form of NAT entry at SIGD). In bandwidth 

clogging attack, slave bots will not have access tokens; therefore, all attack traffic 

will be dropped at the organization gateways. But, with this preventive measure, 

attack traffic collude bottleneck link which connects organization network to the 

Internet. Therefore, SIGD either request ISP‘s upstream router or SIGS to install 

destination IP address based filters. Filtering based on destination IP address is 

efficient, because it requires least state maintenance at upstream ISP‘s router or at 

source spread identity gateways (SIGS).  

Session hijackings along with source IP address spoofing. An eavesdropper 

first finds out legitimate access token (i.e. valid NAT entry). It then instructs slave 

bots to spoof the source IP address of access token and launch DDoS attack to collude 

bottleneck link of the victim‘s organization. We can use above preventive measure to 

stop such attack.  
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5.1.3 Attacks against the Spread Identity Architecture 

 

We will now discuss strategic DDoS attacks targeted against spread identity 

architecture, which includes consuming memory, CPU, and network resources of 

spread identity servers and gateways. 

Flooding attack against Destination Spread Identity Server and Gateway: 

Attacker instructs slave bots to send DNS request to destination spread identity server 

(authoritative DNS server), thereby creating lot of NAT table entries at destination 

spread identity gateway (SIGD). Once memory resources of SIGD are consumed, 

legitimate users will not able to communicate with the destination hosts.  

Source IP address based fair queuing can be employed to enforce fairness. But, it 

does not work well because of IP spoofing and source NATing. Therefore, in current 

state-of-the-art, graphical turing test [48] is used to separate of attack traffic from 

legitimate user traffic. Destination spread identity server will create NAT table entry, 

only when requesting source passes the graphical turing test. There are certain 

applications (like Web crawlers), which have no involvement of human entity. For 

these types of applications, we can use hash-based computational puzzle to enforce 

fairness, as suggested in [21] and [29]. In addition, trusted applications can use pre-

shared secret to authenticate with destination spread identity server. NAT entry is 

created at SIGD only when client provides required authentication credentials.  

Bandwidth clogging attacks against DNS servers (Destination spread identity 

server SIGD): With graphical turing test and hash-based puzzle mechanisms in 

place, attacker can still launch bandwidth clogging attack against DNS server. One 

strategy to prevent such attack is to assign wide range of IP addresses to authoritative 
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DNS server and installing destination IP based filters at upstream ISP‘s router. In this 

strategy, even though some of the IP addresses assigned to DNS server are blocked, 

DNS server is still accessible through rest of the IP addresses.   

Flooding attack against Source Spread Identity Server and Gateway: Similar to 

flooding attack against destination spread identity server (DSI), attack can be 

launched to flood the NAT table entries at source spread identity gateway by sending 

flurry of DNS request to source spread identity server (DNS resolver). This attack 

will consume memory resource of SIGS, which prevents legitimate user‘s 

communication. Source spread identity server can throw graphical turing test or hash-

based puzzle to the source, before forwarding DNS request to authoritative DNS 

server. This type of flooding attack is easy to deal with, because attack is originating 

from the same administrative domain. Therefore, network administrator can easily 

find out attacking machines and patch them.  

5.1.4 Flash crowds 

 

Flash crowd is sudden increase in legitimate user traffic to a particular destination, 

which results in to increase in packet loss and congestion. We consider detection and 

prevention of flash crowds as different problem. Therefore, we do not provide any 

specific solution to flash crowds, but one can employ CDN-based [49] approach. 

In this Section, we have discussed broad range DDoS attack and their protection 

mechanisms provided by spread identity architecture. We have also considered 

various strategic DDoS attacks against spread identity infrastructure and provided 

mitigation techniques. 
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5.2 Anonymity  

 

Spread identity architecture provides sender and receiver anonymity, and sender-

receiver unlikability. We discuss various attacks against spread identity anonymity 

and provide detailed analysis of how they affect user‘s privacy. 

5.2.1 Threat model and Assumptions 

 

We assume that spread identity will be implemented at both ends of 

communication, moreover source and destination spread identity servers and 

gateways are trusted. As unencrypted DNS queries reveal the mapping of destination 

IP and hostname, we assume that DNS queries are encrypted using [50].  

Attacker goals include linking the messages to the sender or receiver, and finding 

out pair of communicating end hosts. To achieve these goals, attacker can 

compromise en-route routers, and multiple source and destination end hosts. 

Compromised routers and end host, can eavesdrop, inject, modify, and discard 

legitimate traffic. In additions, attacker can perform source IP address spoofing to 

launch various strategic attacks. 

5.2.2 Overview of anonymity using Spread Identity 

 

For each session between a source host and a destination host, the source gateway 

dynamically assigns a temporary pseudonym to the source host chosen as one of the 

routable IP addresses assigned to the source organization.  Similarly, the destination 

DNS server assigns a temporary pseudonym to the destination host chosen as one of 

the routable IP addresses assigned to the destination organization.  Thus, an 

eavesdropper listening to packets flowing through the Internet between the source and 
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destination gateways learns only the source and destination domains; the 

eavesdropper cannot see the actual complete IP addresses of the source and 

destination hosts. Although the eavesdropper can link source and destination packets 

within any session, she cannot link packets between different sessions. Encrypting 

DNS requests and responses at gateways protects the established bindings of 

pseudonyms from the Internet eavesdropper. 

Our system achieves sender anonymity, because source spread identity server 

performs dynamic network address translation and transform source internal IP 

address to public source IP addresses, using NAT table entry (Si ↔ Se,   Db ↔ De), 

as discussed in Section 3.3.  Therefore, multiple source machines (Si) can be 

multiplexed onto single public IP address Se. Similarly, receiver anonymity is 

achieved by dynamically returning different IP addresses in the DNS response from 

the pool of available IP addresses. In addition, dynamic network address translation 

performed at destination spread identity gateways (SIGD), using NAT entry (Di ↔ 

De, Sb ↔ Se), enable multiplexing of destination IP address amongst different 

destination host, as long as source IP addresses are different. 

Anonymity provided by our system is similar to mixnet [7] with two mix nodes. 

To create more confusion and make traffic analysis attack hard, we extend our design 

to use multiple cascaded mix nodes (SIG). For example, with two cascaded mix 

nodes at source side spread identity, SSI can install following NAT entries (Si ↔ X,   

Db ↔ Y) and (X ↔ Se,   Y ↔ De) at SIGS1 and SIGS2, respectively. Similarly, we 

can install cascaded spread identity gateways at destination side. With our current 

design, identity of end host is obscured amongst the range of IP addresses assigned to 
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the organization. But, implementation of spread identity architecture at ISP level will 

increase this range to all IP addresses allocated to the ISP, thereby increasing the size 

of anonymity set.  

5.2.4 Security analysis of Spread Identity anonymity.  

 

This sub-section discusses various strategic attacks which attempt to break the 

sender and receiver anonymity, and finding out communicating sender-receiver pair. 

We have categorized these attacks as passive and active attacks. 

Passive traffic analysis attacks.   

Although data traffic is encrypted, attacker can follow particular message through 

the network by matching exact bits of encrypted payload at every hop on the path. 

This exact-bit linking attack can be made futile by re-encrypting message at each hop 

on the path (i.e. Source  SIGS  SIGD  Destination). Other variation of bit 

linking attack is invading sender-receiver link using message length. Padding all the 

messages to standard size prevents this type of side channel attack. Global 

eavesdropper measures packet flow rate at each hop to link sender and receiver, 

because with high probability each sender-receiver pair exchange information at 

different packet rates. Our spread identity mechanism uses traffic shaping techniques 

like inserting dummy traffic to make such traffic analysis difficult. However, as 

discussed in [52], introducing dummy traffic is not a good solution because it causes 

network bandwidth inefficiency and degrades overall performance. Finding good 

strategy to counter traffic analysis attack with good performance is an open research 

problem. 
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Active attacks.  

Active adversary can specifically mark the message by modifying the few bits to 

enable traffic analysis, thereby linking sender-receiver pair. Application level 

integrity checking using hash or messages authentication codes can avoid the tagging 

attack. Malicious destination host can send flurry of reply messages to perform traffic 

analysis, thereby invading sender anonymity. In addition, malicious source can 

reduce the effort of linking sender-receiver flow, by linking a) its own internal IP 

address with external IP address (Si  Se) b) destination blindfolding address with 

external destination IP address (Db  De). Active adversary could capture and replay 

legitimate traffic between particular source-destination pair (Si ↔ Db), to link sender-

receiver (<Si, Db> ↔ <Se, De> ↔ <Sb, Di>). These forms of active traffic analysis 

attacks can be prevented using traffic shaping techniques, like sending dummy traffic.  

5.3 Spread Identity implemented only at destination side (Fail-Safe mechanisms) 

 

Earlier we made assumption that source and destination spread identity will be 

implemented. In this section, we will relax that assumption and discusses benefits of 

destination only spread identity.  

5.3.1 Anonymity 

 

Destination only spread identity will not achieve sender anonymity, because 

source organization is using static mapping of IP addresses. But, receiver anonymity 

is achieved, because destination host will be using multiple public IP address 

(multiple identities) for communication with outside world. 
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5.3.2 DDoS prevention  

 

Using destination only spread identity, destination hosts will be using multiple 

identities for communicating with outside world. Therefore, under bandwidth 

colluding attack, destination can install destination IP address based filters at ISP‘s 

upstream router to block attack traffic. Our experimental simulation demonstrates that 

destination only spread identity mechanism protects bottleneck link between ISP and 

the organization, under DDoS attack.  

Hence, spread identity architecture provides incentive for early deployment, 

because organization employing spread identity benefits from receiver anonymity, 

and DDoS attack protection.  
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Chapter 6 

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 
 

6.1 Purpose 

 

We performed experimental evaluation of DDoS defense capabilities of spread 

identity and compared it with other DDoS defense mechanisms, using ns-2 [4]. We 

considered capabilities and filter based DDoS protection approaches which include 

StopIt [55], AITF[54], Pushback[25], TVA[28], and Portcullis [29]. We have not 

compared our approach with overlay based approaches (WebSoS, Akamai, etc) 

because its effectiveness increases with increase in number of overlay nodes. Hence, 

we cannot fairly compare our approach with overlay based approaches. 

6.2 Method 

 

Our experimental evaluation measures file transfer success ratio and file transfer 

time for legitimate users under bandwidth flooding DDoS attack, which attempts to 

flood bottleneck network link which connects organization to the Internet. We have 

not performed simulation of NAT exhaustion attack, because it can easily be 

mitigated by rate limiting DNS request using CAPTCHA or hash based puzzles. 

Topology:  For realistic simulation, we took similar approach as StopIt [55] to create 

network topology using BGP table dumps which are obtained from routeview servers 

[57].  BGP table dumps contain 26K Autonomous Systems (AS) and AS level paths  
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in the Internet. Our simulator (NS-2) can approximately simulate up to 2000 nodes, 

hence we randomly sample AS level paths from BGP dumps to create AS level 

topology. Figure-4 shows our simulated network topology, wherein destination 

organization is connected to the Internet using bottleneck link of 10 Mbps. In the 

experiments, we vary the bottleneck bandwidth from 10Mbps to 1Gbps. In order to 

create organization level topology, we assume all routers, which are connected to 

edge router, acts as source organization gateways. We aggregate routers in to one 

logical organization, which contains same gateway in their path to the destination 

organization. 

Bottleneck Link 

10Mbps 

Victim 

Logical  

Organization 1 

Logical  

Organization n 

Edge 

Router 

Gateway 

Gateway 

Gateway 

Destination Organization 

Authoritative  

DNS Server / 

DSI 

10Gbps 

10Gbps 

10Gbps 

Figure 4  Experimental topology.  This figure illustrates network topology used for ns-2 

simulation. Destination organization contains authoritative DNS server and Victim, and it is 

connected to the Internet using bottleneck link of 10Mbps. All routers, which share same 

gateway for connecting to destination organization, are aggregated into one logical 

organization. Routers directly connected to the edge router acts as organization gateway of 

corresponding logical organization. 
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In our simulation, we vary number of attackers from 1000 to 10 millions. We 

assume that 1 million attackers can completely collude 1Gbps of bottleneck link. As 

our simulator (ns-2) supports limited number of nodes, we simulate millions of 

attackers by changing attack packets interval time with respect to number of 

attackers. We measure attack packet interval as follows.  

 

For example, 1 millions attackers with 10Kbps network bandwidth per attacker 

have ability to completely collude 10Gbps of bottleneck link. In our simulation, 

number of attackers were 60 (out of 2000), hence we setup attack packet interval rate 

to 4.8 microseconds to simulate 1 million attackers with 100 bytes of packet size.  

Metrics: To measure effectiveness of spread identity DDoS protection, we used 

two metric a) success ratio of file transfer b) file transfer time.  

 

Similar to StopIt [55], in our simulation, legitimate users start TCP file transfer of 

20KB file. To finish our simulation in reasonable time, we setup file transfer time out 

to be 25sec. 

Implementation: We have implemented spread identity architecture and DNS 

protocol in ns-2. In our experiments, we used two versions of spread identity, a) SI+: 

# of successful file transfers 

Success Ratio  = 
# of successful file transfers + # file aborts  

 

Attack packet size 

Packet interval = 

Number attackers * bandwidth per attacker 

    Number attacker node in the simulator  
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implements mutually trusted source and destination spread identity gateways b) SI: 

implements destination only spread identity. With SI+, destination spread identity 

gateway (SIGD) can install filters at source spread identity gateways (SIGS). On the 

other hand, SI installs filters at ISP‘s upstream routers.  

Pushback [25] DDoS protection mechanism is officially part of ns-2. We adopted 

the implementation of other DDoS protection mechanism from StopIt [55], which 

includes StopIt, TVA, TVA+, AITF, and Portcullis. TVA+ is extension to TVA; it 

uses Passport [31] authentication mechanism to avoid source IP address spoofing. 

6.3 Results and Analysis 

 

Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show observed success ratios and file transfer times for 

various DDoS protection mechanisms. In the first experiment, we set the bottleneck 

link at 1Gbps, and legitimate users transferred 20KB files. We varied the number of 

attackers from 1K to 10M. 

The success ratio of portcullis dropped suddenly after 100K attackers with file 

transfer timeout at 25sec. In portcullis, however, legitimate users can complete their 

file transfers by waiting longer and solving difficult puzzles. As discussed in StopIt 

[55], AITF does not perform well for 1 million attackers because it uses a three-way 

handshake protocol for installing filters. Therefore, under a large volume of attack 

traffic, SYN-ACK packets are lost. Success ratios of the TVA and pushback DDoS 

protection mechanisms are similar because they perform per-path-fairness. TVA 

performs hierarchical fair queuing based on path identifier and Pushback recursively 

installs filters near the source. Due to per-path-fairness, legitimate users suffer  
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Figure 5 Experimental evaluation for bandwidth-colluding attacks. We used a 1Gbps 

simulated bottleneck link connecting organizations to the Internet. Legitimate clients 

executed 20Kb of file transfers with a 25sec timeout.  We varied the number of attackers 

from 1K to 10M and measured: (a) success ratios and (b) average file transfer times, for 

various DDoS protection mechanisms. SI+ installs destination IP based filters at organization 

gateways, whereas SI installs filters at edge routers. Overall, our spread identity mechanism 

performed similarly to StopIT and TVA+, and it outperformed these and all other defenses 

tested for 10 millions attackers. 

 

because they share the same path with the attackers. StopIt, TVA+, and our Spread 

Identity mechanism outperform the other DDoS protection solutions.  

Figure 6(b) compares the file transfer times for various file sizes. TVA+ was most 

efficient as compared to StopIt because it does hierarchical fair queuing, thereby 

giving more preference to legitimate traffic than attack traffic. With our spread 

identity architecture, destination IP address based filtering stopped attack traffic 

immediately; hence, only legitimate traffic flowed through bottleneck link. 
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Figure 6 Experimental evaluation of DDoS defense mechanisms for various traffic patterns 

and bottleneck links. In Figure 6(a) we used 1 million attackers with a 1Gbps simulated 

bottleneck.  Figure 6(b) shows file transfer times for various file sizes. In Figure 6a, we 

measured success ratios, varying the bandwidth of bottleneck links from 10Mbps to 100Mbps 

with 1 million attackers. These experimental results show that spread identity is as effective 

as other filter and capability DDoS protection mechanisms 

In another set of experiments, we measured the effectiveness of spread identity as 

we varied the bandwidth of bottleneck links connecting organizations to the Internet.  

Figure 6(a) shows StopIt performed well because attack traffic was completely 

blocked near the source.  

The success ratio of TVA+ was 0 for 10Mbps of simulated bandwidth because 

attackers can flood the bottleneck links with capability request packets. Similar to 

StopIt, SI and SI+ outperforms.  
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Chapter 7 

DISCUSSION 
 

 

7.1 DNS caching timeout and size of NAT table at destination spread identity 

gateways.  

 

In spread identity architecture, destination spread identity gateway maintains NAT 

entries, until Time to Live (TTL) field of the DNS response is expired or there are no 

ongoing connections through the NAT entry for certain time period. Our mechanism 

for maintaining NAT entries creates tradeoff between size of NAT table and TTL 

field of DNS response. Setting the small value in the TTL field causes more DNS 

traffic from the clients, because clients will cache DNS response for small amount of 

period. But, on the other hand, setting TTL field to higher value can cause increase 

size of NAT table at spread identity gateways.  

We have not completely explored the best strategy for this tradeoff. One good 

strategy could be setting higher value in TTL field when size of NAT table is small, 

and on the other hand when size of NAT table is higher, spread identity server should 

set small value in the TTL field. Moreover, organization can deploy a high end 

server, which has fast computing capabilities and large amount memory, to improve 

the performance and lessen DNS traffic. 
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7.2 Other type of strategic DDoS attack against Spread Identity architecture for 

the Internet.  

 

Source IP address based filtering is infeasible for DDoS attacks with millions of 

attackers. Using spread Identity mechanism, organization can filter attack traffic 

based on destination IP addresses, thereby reducing number of filters at upstream 

routers. But, attacker can launch strategic attack against spread identity architecture 

by sending attack traffic to all IP addresses of the organization, in round robin 

fashion. Spread Identity architecture cannot install filters on the entire destination IP 

addresses, because it will disconnect the organization from the Internet. We are 

currently exploring prevention technique for such DDoS attack, but impact of such 

strategic DDoS attack can be lessened by implementing spread identity at ISP level, 

because ISPs are connected to the Internet using high speed links (OC-192 – 

9.6Gbps).  

7.3 Open Problems  

 

Directions for further work include the following.  (1) Perform additional 

experiments to measure connection establishment time, communication delays, and 

DNS traffic.  (2) Experimentally compare spread identity with overlay methods.  (3) 

Carry out rigorous security analysis of the protocol strength and of its resulting 

anonymity properties.  (4) Explore additional applications of the spread identity 

concept, including applying it at the ISP level. 
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Chapter 8 

CONCLUSION 
 

 

We have presented and experimentally evaluated a new spread identity 

architecture to provide network anonymity and enhanced DDoS defense based on 

destination filtering with low impact on legitimate traffic.  It also provides a limited 

traceback capability.  This architecture leverages trusted organizational gateways and 

applies fundamental concepts of dynamic bindings, address pooling, indirection, and 

pseudonyms.  The main deployment costs are modifying organizational gateways and 

increasing DNS traffic, but no changes are required to Internet routers.  Furthermore, 

and unlike overlay approaches, spread identity does not slow down communication 

traffic appreciably.  Our simulations demonstrate that the approach is viable and that 

our destination filtering works as well as existing approaches based on filtering- and 

capability-based DDoS mechanisms.  Specifically, using the ns-2 simulator, we 

demonstrate that file transfer success ratios for our spread identity DDoS protection 

mechanism are similar to those of filter- and capability-based approaches, with lower 

file transfer times than for filter-based approaches. 

Although we focus on spread identity at organizational gateways, the concept is 

applicable much more broadly. For example, spread identity could be applied at ISP 

gateways and in many network applications. 
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Appendix A: List of Abbreviations and Acronyms 

CDN Content Delivery Network 

DDoS Distributed Denial of Service 

DNS Domain Name Server 

DSI Destination Spread Identity server 

DSIe external IP address of the DSI 

DSIi internal IP address of the DSI 

IP Internet Protocol 

ISP Internet Service Provider 

NAT Network Address Table 

SSI Server Spread Identity Server 

SSIe external IP address of the SSI 

SSIi internal IP address of the SSI 

TTL Time To Live 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


